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1 Introduction 
In 2015, the City of Moncton began construction on a new downtown event centre (“Centre”) and in response to the anticipated 
transportation demand the City initiated the development of a Transportation Dispersal Plan (TDP). The approach for the TDP is to 
focus on maximizing the use of sustainable modes and existing surface lots to accommodate event attendees, to inspire 
Monctonians to embrace travel behaviour change and to support the mobility needs of the new Centre.  

Moncton is also in the midst of a downtown revitalization program that is compatible with and will further build on a dispersed parking 
model for the Centre. Downtown Moncton and surrounding businesses will benefit as the TDP will encourage people to pass a 
variety of restaurants, cafes, shops, nightclubs, and other social gathering places on their way to or from events taking place at the 
Centre. The increased activity that the Centre will attract is expected to bring economic benefits to the private sector in Moncton. The 
private sector’s contribution to a strong “event day experience” could also support the broader goals of this Plan, to reduce the peak 
hour travel that may occur, by attracting spectators to restaurants, hotels and other businesses before and after events. 
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2 Developing the Transportation Dispersal Plan  
2.1 Consultation  
Stakeholder engagement was a key part of developing the Transportation Dispersal Plan (TDP). It ran for the duration of the project 
and was used to obtain input and buy-in on the development of the Plan.  

 

Consultation took place between 
September and November 2016 in the 
form of steering committee meetings, 
stakeholder sessions, specialty group 
workshops, 1-on-1 interviews and a 
council meeting. 

In addition, three surveys were 
conducted during fall/winter 2016 with: 

• Stakeholders – an online 
stakeholder survey was conducted 
at the beginning of this project 
(August 2016) to help the consulting 
team gain an understanding of 
stakeholder mandates, 
expectations, opportunities and 
concerns;  

• La Bikery members – to understand 
active transportation needs and 
preferences in relation to the new 
Centre; and 

• Wildcats spectators – to understand 
current spectator travel habits and 
preferences. 

 

 

Draft strategies were discussed with the participants and subsequently underwent a number of iterations in response to concerns 
raised, opportunities considered, and creative ideas generated, until general consensus was reached. 

Exhibit 2.1: Outreach Activities 
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2.2 Guiding Principles 
Through the consultation activities and background documentation research, 12 principles were created to guide the development of 
the TDP. 
 Exhibit 2.2: Guiding Principles 
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2.3 Downtown Event Centre Context 
Construction of the Centre began in November 2015 and has a planned grand opening for the fall of 2018. 

The Centre is located on the south side of Main Street between Weldon Street and Highfield Street, in the west end of downtown. It is 
north of the railway tracks, just over 400 metres from the Moncton Train Station and from Vaughan Harvey Boulevard. 
Exhibit 2.3: Centre Location 
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2.3.1 Facility Uses, Capacities and Major Tenants 
The Centre will host various cultural, entertainment, business and sporting events. It is estimated that there will be approximately 115 
ticketed performances in the first year of operation, plus another 35 smaller, private events: 

• 10 large events (6,000+ attendees); 

• 50 medium events (3,000-6,000 attendees); 

• 55 small events (1,000 – 3,000 attendees); and 

• 35 private/public events (up to 1,000 attendees). 

These events are expected to include Moncton Wildcats games, Moncton Miracles games, concerts, theatre and performing arts, 
entertainment events, family shows, other sporting events, trade shows, banquets and meetings. 

2.3.2 Event Centre Management  
SMG Canada (“SMG”) will operate and maintain the facility once it opens. SMG has been a part of the TDP development from the 
start and will manage all activities inside the building and building-related activities on the facility property. This management inside 
the Centre will directly affect the operations outside the facility so it will be important to understand operating hours, staffing levels, 
and the options to message spectators directly. SMG’s participation in the implementation of the Plan, including ongoing involvement 
with transportation elements, is very important for the overall positive experience for event participants. 

There could easily be upwards of 10 vehicles, including motor coaches for talent and semi-trailers for show production, generated by 
larger events. In order to avoid negative impact on spectator transportation close to the venue, understanding where these vehicles 
will be staged and parked during the show will be important to the overall event day plans. 

2.3.3 Event Centre Plaza  
The Centre will also feature a public plaza and outdoor civic space designed for active and passive use on a year-round basis, and 
may include activities such as outdoor concerts and public gatherings.  

The plaza is a space that adds value to the Centre, both as an activation area and as an aesthetic improvement to the downtown. 
The City of Moncton will manage and program the plaza, and will need to do so in a well-integrated manner with SMG. Maintaining 
clear pathways, and management of sidewalk congestion may be required, keeping in mind the transportation modes in the area as 
well as the general pedestrian thoroughfare. 

The final design of this space should take into account creative use of plantings, bollards and artistic elements to assist in the 
separation of client groups, as well as delineating clear walkways and space for crowds to easily disperse. 

The peak numbers that may be in attendance for plaza events will need to be added into total event capacities for transportation 
planning purposes. As the plaza is an open space, access control may also need to be addressed if large volumes are expected. Any 
plaza event that remains in progress while a large concert/event is egressing from the facility has the potential to cause significant 
disruption as the overall footprint is not large and the expected density of vehicles and patrons will require specific management. 
Staffing plans for these occasions should be part of the required event permit applications. 
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3 Transportation Concept  
The Centre is well located with multiple transportation options to easily access the facility. The City of Moncton decision to build 
without including new parking spaces was a strategic decision and in line with current sustainable urban planning practices across 
North America.  

3.1 Event Day Transportation Scheme  
Event Day Transportation Scheme (EDTS) refers to the temporary changes to traffic management and transportation alternatives 
that are put in place to meet the needs of a planned event such as a large concert. In Moncton, existing parking, transit, taxi, cycling, 
walking and additional transportation options such as motor coach and train, can be combined to meet the needs of all event sizes. 

In the case of a small event, it is unlikely that any service enhancements or changes to traffic operations would be required, with 
incremental changes and increases for medium events, and full EDTS implementation for large events.   
Exhibit 3.1: Event Day Transportation Schemes (EDTS) 

 SCHEME EXPECTED 
SPECTATORS 

APPROACH 

Large  > 6,000 Significant enhancement of existing services plus staffing 

Medium  > 3,000 to 6,000 Some enhancement of existing services 

Small < 3,000 No enhancement of existing services 
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3.2 Spectator Travel Mode Split Assumptions 
Modal split describes the percentage of people travelling to the Centre using a particular type of transportation. To provide a frame of 
reference information was gathered from current study data for the region, existing travel modes for event goers at the Coliseum and 
the household travel survey for Destination 2040.  

Automobile will be the primary mode for travel to the centre, especially in the first year of operation. As noted in Exhibit 3.2, the mode 
split will slowly adjust to one that has a greater reliance on sustainable options. This can be achieved through communication and 
engagement activities, and spectator understanding and acceptance of the transportation alternatives that are available to them. Key 
to this travel behaviour shift will be the service level and performance of the transportation alternatives during the first year of Centre 
operations. 
Exhibit 3.2: Mode Split Assumptions 

MODE SPLITS OPENING YEAR FUTURE YEAR TARGETS 

EVENT TYPE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE 

Attendance 3,000 6,000 10,000 3,000 6,000 10,000 

Mode Split % 

Auto 95% 90% 83% 88% 81% 72% 

Transit 2% 3% 5% 5% 8% 12% 

Walking  2.5% 6.5% 11.5% 6% 10% 15% 

Cycling 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 1% 1% 1% 

Number of 
Attendees by Mode 

Auto 2,850 5,400 8,300 2,640 4,860 7,200 

Transit 60 180 500 150 480 1,200 

Walking  75 390 1,150 180 600 1,500 

Cycling 15 30 50 30 60 100 

Vehicle Occupancy 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.6 

Vehicle Trips Generated 1,295 2,348 3,458 1,100 1,944 2,769 
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3.3 Parking  
An in-depth audit of existing parking facilities, both municipal and privately owned, was carried out for a typical weekday period in the 
Fall of 2016. Exhibit 3.3 identifies the parking lots that were audited and their associated walk times to the Centre.   
 Exhibit 3.3: Audited Parking Facilities and Associated Walk Times 
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The audit provided actual parking space counts and utilization data that confirmed there was adequate availability for planned events 
at the Centre, as shown in Exhibit 3.4. ‘Vacant Spaces’ is the number of spaces that were vacant during the surveyed hours. 
‘Adjusted’ figures take into account the likelihood of availability for event parking, based on ease of access (e.g. privately owned paid 
lot, public lot, open/gated lot, etc.) and some discussions with parking lot owners. 
Exhibit 3.4: Available Vacant Parking and Walking Times 

WALKING 
TIME 

(MINS) 

PARKING 
LOT 

CAPACITY 

3PM 4PM 5PM 6PM TOTAL 
ON-

STREET 
SPACES 

Vacant 
Spaces Adjusted Vacant 

Spaces Adjusted Vacant 
Spaces Adjusted Vacant 

Spaces Adjusted 

<3 1,528 928 218 978 244 1,023 273 1,172 401 40 

6 2,573 1,413 477 1,583 563 1,793 682 2,002 845 135 

10 6,180 2,868 1,522 3,340 1,822 4,067 2,347 4,333 2,557 338 

>10 8,679 4,007 1,964 4,765 2,416 5,848 3,133 6,094 3,326 667 

 

Based on the above table, within a maximum walk time of 14 minutes, there are approximately 3,300 off-street parking lot spaces 
available after 6pm. Conservative estimates were used for the ‘adjusted’ figures; consequently, the number in reality could be higher. 
In addition there are 667 on-street spaces available within 15 minutes of the Centre (Exhibit 3.5).  

As most of the parking lots in the vicinity of the Centre are privately owned and operated, operating hours and charges for parking will 
vary. Parking that is closer to the Centre will likely be more expensive than parking that is further away, especially on large event 
days. There will not be a set rate, as the market will dictate price. Some operators may charge a flat ‘event’ rate, while others will 
continue to charge an hourly rate.  

There is potential for economic benefit for private lot owners with the option to repurpose day-time only lots to a wider audience. 
Creative cross-marketing with downtown businesses is also a consideration. 
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Exhibit 3.5: On-street Parking Meters in Downtown Moncton 
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3.4 Transportation Modes  
The Centre is well-placed geographically and allows for all modes to have independent load zones and operational areas, allowing 
for vehicle and pedestrian movements and paths of travel with minimal conflict, which will serve the Centre well on event days. 
Exhibit 3.6 indicates the locations of all transportation modes.  
Exhibit 3.6: Transportation Mode Site Access Plan   
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Details for each specific mode are as follows:  

• Designated Accessible Parking - The site plan provides for 19 spaces on the north side of the Highfield Extension, just 
outside the Centre and 5 on the southeast side near the bend in the road, for a total of 24 spaces. These are planned to be 
permanent accessible parking spaces. Any vehicle using the designated accessible parking space must display a valid 
Disabled Parking Permit and Placard (issued by the province of New Brunswick). Applications for these permits must meet 
certain criteria as established by the province and are subject to annual renewal. 

• Vehicle Drop-off and Pick-up - To avoid congestion in the direct vicinity of the Centre and to prioritize sustainable modes of 
transportation, private vehicles dropping off and picking up patrons will be discouraged from driving directly to the Centre. 
General pick-up and drop-off will be encouraged at least a block away and could be promoted as “drop and walk”, such as 
Cameron Street.  

Public education prior to the facility opening will be important in presenting acceptable alternatives and outlining penalties for 
not adhering to those options. The city will need to be vigilant from the start of operations with on-the-ground event day 
enforcement of all rules and regulations 

There will be space available along the south side of the Highfield extension across the road from the Centre for vehicles 
carrying passengers with mobility needs. Patrons will be able to access the Centre through the main entrance on the north 
side. No special permit will be required for dropping off and picking up in this area. 

• Transit - The adjusted business-as-usual location of the Codiac Transpo Bus Hub to 1110 and 1111 Main Street is a major 
benefit to the Centre, providing access to the front door of the facility. Existing laybys are currently being redesigned as a 
part of the overall Centre construction and area improvement. Codiac Transpo will have two layby’s with five bus loading 
areas, one each side (north and south) on Main Street in between Highfield Street and Weldon Street. 

• Accessible Transit - During event days, dedicated Accessible Transit drop-off and pick-up will be directly adjacent to the 
facility’s entrance. This will provide superior access for patrons with mobility needs. As this is a shared load zone between all 
accessible transit providers, it is recommended that on-the-ground load zone staff management, ideally sourced from these 
suppliers, be a shared responsibility on the Large event days.  

• Cycling – Onsite cycle parking is an important investment to encourage travel by bicycle to the new Centre. It is 
recommended that a minimum of 50 cycle parking spaces in the plaza immediately outside the venue are provided, some of 
which are covered to provide protection from inclement weather. Secure cycle parking (in the form of a cage or lockers) 
should also be considered for Centre staff or people who may need to park their bikes securely overnight. Existing cycle 
routes within the downtown area are limited and do not provide a direct connection to the Centre. Cycle route improvements 
will be required to provide cycle access to the Centre.   

• Private Coach - The Centre presents an excellent opportunity for increased use of Private Coach given the location and 
proximity of both the Centre itself and the main coach terminal. The area identified for private coaches include the Maritime 
Depot location adjacent to the Moncton Train Station, although there is not sufficient space for more than six coaches in the 
existing Maritime Depot, so agreement/procurement of additional loading and unloading areas will be required. 
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• Taxi - The area identified for the Centre taxi rank is on the west side of Highfield Street, southbound, north of Main Street. 
This location is across the road from the Centre, and patrons can use the signalized crossing with direct access to the front 
doors. There is space for at least 15 vehicles in the rank, and staging further up Highfield Street should allow for enough 
taxis at a time to serve the Centre.  

• Walking – Event spectators arriving on foot will include those that walk their entire route to the event and those who arrive by 
car and walk to the Centre from their parking space. It is anticipated that Main Street will be the primary final route for 
pedestrians, although many will use side streets to access Main Street and the Centre. Many of the feeder streets to Main 
Street have a continuous sidewalk on at least one side of the street. There are a few constraints that should be addressed to 
improve pedestrian mobility and walking experience, such as:  

o improvements to the CN Rail Underpass;  

o additional sidewalk on the west side of Foundry Street;  

o additional pedestrian crossings on main Street;  

o a new east-west corridor between Downing Street and Foundry Street (running parallel to Main Street); and  

o A CN Rail Crossing from south of the Centre.   

• Rail - The location of the Centre lends itself well for travel by rail as the existing Moncton VIA Rail Station is just steps from 
the facility’s front door. Although not a mode with a high share, there is potential for creative marketing for this mode 
especially for larger events. 

3.5 Transportation Operations  
An analysis of expected traffic operations throughout the downtown street network was completed for Small, Medium and Large 
events.  The analysis was carried out by modelling existing street and intersection characteristics with forecasted traffic volumes. 
Traffic volumes generated by the Centre were estimated for Small, Medium and Large events using the spectator totals and mode 
split assumptions identified in Section 3.1 and 3.2.    

For Small events (< 3,000 spectators), which will be the most frequent, traffic impacts are expected to be minimal.   

For Medium events (3,000 to 6,000 spectators), as expected, some congestion will build on Main Street, particularly at the Main 
Street/Assomption Boulevard intersection.  During arrivals, long queues are expected on the westbound approach for spectators 
arriving from Dieppe or other points east. Post event, long queues are expected on Main Street on the eastbound approach exiting 
the downtown. 

For Large events (6,000+ spectators), significant congestion can be expected on Main Street before and after the event, 
particularly east of Foundry Street where the majority of spectators will be parked.  Similar to Medium events, a critical location 
of congestion for arrivals will be the westbound approach at Main Street/Assomption Boulevard.  Congestion will continue 
along Main Street westbound to Foundry Street, as spectators look for parking lots.  Congestion can also be expected at the 
entry points to the downtown at the Main Street/Vaughan Harvey Boulevard and Assomption Boulevard/Vaughan Harvey 
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Boulevard intersections.  Post event, long queues can be expected at the exit points from the downtown, including Main Street/ 
Assomption Boulevard, Main Street/Vaughan Harvey Boulevard and Assomption Boulevard/Vaughan Harvey Boulevard. 

3.6 Event Day Transportation Scheme - Traffic Management and Staffing Plan 
Traffic management options for each event category will be required, and taking into account the Provincial Motor Vehicle Act 
regulations regarding on-road traffic management staffing will determine the exact provision of personnel. In all cases, it will be 
important to have a comprehensive communications plan to reach the public with details on event parking locations and route options 
for entering and exiting the downtown.  

It should also be noted that traffic management options are part of a larger plan that involves all transportation modes as well as 
integrated communications. Additional staffing, signage and site overlay (temporary equipment) may be required at certain mode 
load zones to ensure efficient and safe event day operations.  

Event day staffing is made up of four components;  

a) on-the-ground, mode specific staff managing resources;   

b) on-the-ground, site/mode specific staff managing the flows of spectators/patrons;  

c) qualified traffic management staff managing changes in business-as-usual flows/volumes on the roads; and  

d) control centre staffing, usually within a central hub, in charge of the overall event.  

Any Event Day Staffing Plan will be in direct relation to the size of the event. Current discussion and analysis suggests that for the 
Small and Medium events, the majority of modes are comfortable with a business-as-usual staffing plan. This, for the most part, does 
not include any staffing on the ground at load zone sites, staging areas or any changes to the flows of traffic, but is at the discretion 
of the transportation agency. 

The integration of all components into a single coordinated plan will be most critical for Medium and Large events. These 
requirements are identified in Exhibit 3.7 and Exhibit 3.8. It is important to note that the initial opening of the Centre, regardless of 
event size, will bring with it some unexpected transportation occurrences, so enacting the Event Day Staffing Plan even for Small 
events in the first year may be useful to quickly resolve issues before they negatively affect operations and reputations. 
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Exhibit 3.7: Event Day Transportation Scheme – Transportation Resource Requirements  

Mode Resource EDTS - Small EDTS - Medium EDTS - Large 

Parking 
staffing n/a Possibly - Lot Owners Yes - Lot Owners 

signage n/a Yes Yes 
temporary equipment n/a Yes Yes 

Accessible 
Parking 

staffing n/a Yes Yes 
signage n/a n/a n/a 

temporary equipment n/a n/a n/a 

Transit 

service enhancements n/a Yes Yes 
staffing n/a Yes Yes 

signage n/a n/a n/a 
temporary equipment n/a Possibly Yes 

Accessible Transit 

service enhancements n/a Possibly Yes 
staffing n/a Possibly Yes 

signage n/a n/a n/a 
temporary equipment n/a Possibly Yes 

Taxi 

service enhancements n/a Possibly Yes 
staffing n/a Possibly Yes 

signage n/a Yes Yes 
temporary equipment n/a Yes Yes 

Cycle 
staffing n/a n/a Yes 

signage n/a n/a Yes 
temporary equipment n/a n/a Yes 

Walking 
staffing n/a n/a n/a 

signage n/a Yes Yes 
temporary equipment n/a n/a Yes 

Private Coach 

service enhancements n/a n/a Possibly 
staffing n/a n/a Yes 

signage n/a Possibly Yes 
temporary equipment n/a n/a Possibly 

Rail (VIA) 

service enhancements n/a n/a n/a 
staffing n/a n/a Possibly 

signage n/a Possibly Yes 
temporary equipment n/a n/a n/a 

Traffic 
Management 

staffing Possibly Yes Yes 
signage n/a Possibly Yes 

temporary equipment n/a Possibly Yes 
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 Exhibit 3.8: Integrated EDTS Map – Load Zones, Traffic Management and Staffing 
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4 Communications 
4.1 Communications Overview  
Communications and engagement will play an important role in educating the broader public of the additional transportation services 
and facilities that will be in place for relevant transportation schemes.  

There are three stages of communication that aim to deliver the right message at the right time to the right audience: 

• The pre-opening of the Centre, before the Centre officially opens. The key message during this stage will be “we have a 
plan” and the promotion of the strategies contained within each transportation scheme. The goal will be to raise awareness 
and educate the public and stakeholders and point them to the resources available for further information. The key phases 
during this stage will be: awareness, education and action.  

• The ongoing communications after the centre opens, which will run after the venue becomes active. This should 
primarily consist of strategies to remind spectators and others of the existence of additional plans and services.  

• The event-day communications that will be in place for large events. This can consist of press releases for local 
media outlets in advance of the event that identifies the transportation scheme in effect, and points users to resources 
for additional details, as well as real-time information related to events and transportation.  

The key audiences and the general messages associated with them are:  

• Spectators/Patrons, which consists of the people who will be attending events at the facility. They will primarily be 
interested in knowing the travel options available to reach the venue; 

• Downtown Moncton Centre-ville Inc. (DMCI), the Chamber of Commerce, Hoteliers Association and local 
businesses, to raise awareness of upcoming large events. The message should be focused on informing them about the 
potential size of the event so the businesses can plan in advance (e.g. additional resources needed to support a higher 
number of visitors and understand the expected increase in traffic before game-day events).  

• The broader public, including nearby residents and businesses, who may experience busier roadway and parking lot 
conditions.   

A key component of the communication strategy will be the creation of a City-led travel engagement team during the lead-up to the 
opening of the Centre. They will be well-versed in the goals and strategies laid out in this plan.  

Educating the broader public of the existence of a plan will raise confidence that transportation operations at the venue will operate 
effectively once it opens, and help to promote the various travel choices available that do not currently exist to regular and “one-off” 
spectators.  

The City should lead a campaign to inform and educate key stakeholders in the lead-up to the opening of the centre. This should 
include working with local businesses to help them understand the benefit from the new Centre due to increased activity and how 
they can contribute to a strong “event day experience”. This experience could also support the broader goals of this plan by helping 
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to attract spectators to restaurants, hotels and other businesses earlier in the day to reduce peak travel that may occur prior to the 
event.  

Providing direct information to spectators will enable them to make informed decisions on their travel options. To achieve this, ticket 
purchases will include travel information for the venue where possible, in the form of emails, travel advice hand-outs, and links to 
travel information resources. The email should direct them to a resource that includes information on all transportation modes serving 
the venue, such as parking, transit, pick-up and drop-offs, taxi stands and cycling. The City and SMG will need to work together to 
find a mutually agreeable way to get all details to the public.  

4.2 Communications Roles and Responsibilities  
The organizations and the communications roles they play in the lead up to and after the opening of the Centre are summarized in 
Exhibit 4.1. 
Exhibit 4.1: Delivery Partner Communication Roles and Responsibilities 

ORGANIZATION COMMUNICATIONS ROLE PRIOR TO 
CENTRE OPENING 

COMMUNICATIONS ROLE ONCE THE 
CENTRE IS OPEN 

City of Moncton Lead coordinator in transportation messaging. 
Work with internal and external partners to 
develop communication protocols (e.g. 
general, real-time) 

Lead coordinator in transportation messaging 
Collaboration lead ensuring all 
communications is shared accordingly 
between all delivery partners 

SMG  To assist the City with transportation 
messaging -work with ticketing partner to 
communicate travel-related information to 
ticket purchasers (within technological 
constraints)  

Keep stakeholders informed of events  

Ticketing partner Not applicable prior to opening Key interface to spectators 
Codiac Transpo  Moncton transit information - Conventional and 

Specialized Transit  
Moncton transit information - Conventional and 
Specialized Transit 

Downtown Moncton Centre-
ville Inc. (DMCI) 

Key channel to business engagement  
 

A channel to downtown business engagement 
– Notify member businesses of large events 

The coordination of real-time travel information and advice will need to be further developed and agreed as part of delivery and 
communication protocols.  
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4.3 Wayfinding and Signage 
Wayfinding and signage refers to the information systems that guide people through their physical environment to enhance their 
understanding of the area. The City will develop a wayfinding and signage plan to support spectator travel to the Centre.  

The Wayfinding and Signage Plan will have two primary functions: 

1. Guide spectators to the venue along well-structured routes that are direct, and travel along corridors with capacity and 
where additional traffic is appropriate (e.g. main roadways); and, 

2. Show spectators where transportation facilities in the area are located.  

It will be important for the City to integrate signing and wayfinding into a City-wide signing and wayfinding plan. Locations that 
should be considered for wayfinding to support the Centre are shown in the indicative dot plan (Exhibit 4.2).  
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Exhibit 4.2: Indicative Wayfinding and Signage Dot Plan 
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5 Recommendations  
The Plan is a “Made in Moncton” solution, based on industry best practices and Moncton’s Destination 2040 transportation vision. It 
promotes not only sustainable transportation, but also a sustainable community. The recommendations are a combination of actions 
including:  

• Overarching management and staffing to keep the project moving towards operationalization;  

• Engagement and awareness to ensure the general public and stakeholders are kept abreast of all planning;  

• Ongoing infrastructure upgrades to support the Plan; and  

• Implementation of a robust testing and readiness program to ensure optimal performance once the Centre is live.  

The actions have been broken up into manageable sections and spread across a short-, medium-, and long-term timeframe 
identifying those that are essential and those that are considered enhancements. To ensure successful implementation of the Plan, 
the approach must be one that makes sense for the City and the organizations involved, be financially viable and maximize existing 
relationships, structures and processes.  
Exhibit 5.1: Summary of Recommended Actions  

Mode / Task Action  

Project Management / Strategy Refinement Plan implementation, delivery partners integration, operations oversight 
Parking Opportunities and partnerships with private operators 
Accessible Parking Infrastructure improvements 
Private Vehicle Drop-off / Pick-up Location confirmation 
Transit Infrastructure and service improvements 
Accessible Transit Infrastructure and service improvements 
Cycle Network and Parking Infrastructure and network improvements 
Private Coach Location and partner confirmation 
Taxi Location and partner confirmation 
Walking Routes / Pedestrian Access Infrastructure improvements 
Traffic Management Plan Needs confirmation and applications options 
Seasonal Implications Snow clearing alternatives 
Communications / Engagement  Communications strategy development (business, public, spectator, signage) 
C3 Protocols Command, Coordination, Communication operational development 
Staffing Plan Medium / large event day requirement confirmation 
Key Performance Indicator Measurement KPI development, data collection process including roles and responsibilities 
Modelling Plaza design operational integration with Centre 
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